Master Degree in Finance and Insurance

Who must I address to ... ..

- obtain specific information on the degree course and solve a problem concerning the study plan?

To didactical manager

- problems concerning the study?

To assigned tutor

- information about the practices related to the student's career?

To Student Secretariat Front Office of Department of Economics, Statistics and Finance

- information about enrollment, taxes, contributions, TC models?

To the educational services and post-graduate training Front Office at the Residential Center (servizididattic@unical.it)

- register a request addressed to the Degree Program Board?

To the Protocol Office of the Department of Economics, Statistics and Finance (second floor – cube 0C)

- information on international mobility activities offered to students by the University of Calabria?

To Erasmus study office, to Erasmus Placement office and to the Special International Relations office

- information on the services / facilities offered to students by the University of Calabria?

Consult the web pages published on the University portal